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Introduction

Viruses are known to infect and lyse a wide range of

autotrophs (see Brussaard 2004 for review). Because viral lysis

can affect the carbon fixation rates of eukaryotic and prokary-

otic primary producers, this suggests a significant effect of

viruses on primary production-mediated carbon cycling (Suttle

2007). Modeling exercises have estimated that between 6% and

26% (Fuhrman 1999; Wilhelm and Suttle 1999; Ruardij et al.

2005) of primary production may bypass higher trophic levels

because of viral-induced transformation of phytoplankton cells

to dissolved organic matter (viral shunt). However, although

viruses are predicted to have a significant impact on primary

production, viral-induced mortality rates from natural waters

are scarce.

Various methods have been developed to determine the

impact of viruses on microbial populations; however, most

were developed for bacterioplankton (Proctor and Fuhrman

1990; Heldal and Bratbak 1991; Steward et al. 1992; Weinbauer

et al. 1993; Noble and Fuhrman 2000; Wilhelm et al. 2002;

Parada et al. 2008) and may not be applicable for autotrophs.

One of the most straightforward involves quantifying rates of

cell lysis based on net increases in viral abundance over time

(Bratbak et al. 1990). However, this method is limited because

it relies on the virus of interest being distinguishable from

other viruses in the sample, is only appropriate when viral

numbers are increasing, and requires the use of assumed burst

sizes to calculate lysis rates. Also, unless loss through viral

decay is also accounted for, this approach provides only a min-

imum estimate of viral productivity (Noble and Steward 2001),

and the resulting productivity estimates are highly influenced

by the frequency and timing of sampling (Bratbak et al. 1990).

The approach based on the frequency of visibly infected

cells (Proctor and Fuhrman 1990; Brussaard et al. 1996) is

another relatively straightforward method with the advantage
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that incubations or culturing are not necessary. The method

involves determining the frequency of virally infected cells

using transmission electron microscopy to derive the fraction

of the host population that is infected by viruses, and thus the

potential number of cells that will be lost as a result of viral

lysis. However, this method is reliant on correct identification

of the host species from thin sections, which if not accurately

determined may lead to over- or underestimation of the

impact of viral infection. A second limitation of this method

is the requirement for estimates of the proportion of the lytic

cycle during which viral particles are visible and knowledge of

the virus latent period; presently there are few data for virus-

phytoplankton systems (Proctor and Fuhrman 1990; Brus-

saard et al. 1996). To obtain potential rates of infection, a third

approach is to use the contact rate model of Murray and Jack-

son (1992); for example, see Suttle and Chan (1994). Assump-

tions must be made, however, that host abundance estimates

are accurate and that all viruses have the potential to infect all

hosts (Suttle 2000). In natural systems, specificity and range of

viral-strain hosts may lead to deviations from the model,

which may change the proportion of host cells that are

infected (Suttle 2000).

Viral production rates have also been estimated from decay

rates of virus communities (Heldal and Bratbak 1991). The

principal of this approach is that host mortality rates are deter-

mined indirectly as the product of the decay rate of viruses

divided by the burst size, and the assumption is that viral pro-

duction and removal rates are balanced. By the use of fluores-

cently labeled viruses as tracers (Noble and Fuhrman 2000)

rates of both virus production and removal can be simultane-

ously determined as the change in ratio of labeled versus unla-

belled viruses over time. However, both of these methods rely

on the caveat that burst size (the number of viruses produced

upon host cell lysis) is known. Most studies apply burst size

values reported in the literature to derive mortality rates; these

reported values may not be appropriate because of the highly

variable nature of the burst size parameter to environmental

conditions (Wilson et al. 1996; Bratbak et al. 1998). In addi-

tion, methods using viral tracers and decay of infectivity (Sut-

tle and Chen 1992) assume that viral tracers are representative

of the natural virus communities and rarely take into account

the effect of sunlight on viral DNA, which destroys infectivity,

but not viral particles (Wilhelm et al. 1998). The latter tech-

nique also incurs an additional disadvantage because it is lim-

ited to dark incubations to protect the fluorescent stain from

light degradation, which negates its use for autotrophic virus-

host systems (Noble and Steward 2001). Extrapolation from

viral DNA synthesis rates determined using radiolabelled inor-

ganic phosphate can provide phytoplankton virus production

rates (Steward et al. 1992). However, this method requires

using isotopes with short half-lives, which are challenging to

handle, and the use of poorly constrained conversion factors

to convert radioactivity into viral production (Noble and

Steward 2001).

All of the above methods attempt to derive viral-induced

microbial mortality rates indirectly by assessing changes to the

virus, i.e., changes in viral abundance, production, or decay.

Measurements of viral replication rates must be inextricably

linked to host mortality rates, so this seems to be a reasonable

assumption; however, it does not provide us with the param-

eter that is most often lacking, i.e., a direct rate of host cell loss

via viral lysis. Viral-induced mortality rates should ideally be

measured as directly as possible without the use of inferred

assumptions and conversion factors. The “modified dilution”

approach was introduced to provide this direct measurement

for specific phytoplankton. This method is an adaptation of

the original dilution technique developed by Landry and Has-

sett (1982), which has been used extensively to provide esti-

mates of phytoplankton growth and microzooplankton graz-

ing (e.g., Gallegos 1989; Landry et al. 1995; Worden and

Binder 2003). The original dilution approach is based on the

theory that by combining whole seawater with grazer-free fil-

trate in different proportions, grazing impact will be progres-

sively decreased with increasing dilution. Linear regression

analysis (Fig. 1) of observed phytoplankton net growth rate

over the 24-h incubation period versus experimental dilution

(D) provides estimates of growth rate in the absence of grazing

(y-intercept), and grazing mortality rate (slope). The grazer-

free water still allows most free viruses to pass through the fil-

ter. The modified dilution approach includes an additional

dilution step created by combining whole seawater with virus-

free filtrate in different proportions, thus allowing the direct

measurement of grazing versus grazer and viral-induced mor-

tality. Viral mortality of the phytoplankton can be obtained

from the difference in the two relationships (Fig. 2).

To date there are few published studies that have used the

modified dilution approach to determine phytoplankton mor-

tality (Evans et al. 2003; Baudoux et al. 2006; 2007; Kimmance

et al. 2007; Baudoux et al. 2008; Brussaard et al. 2008), partly

because these experiments can be difficult and time-consum-

ing to set up and analyze (e.g., counting live phytoplankton).

The labor-intensive nature of these experiments limits their

use to perhaps one or two depths per day during field studies.

However, at present this method is the only one that attempts

to directly measure viral lysis rates of phytoplankton, there-

fore more studies need to be undertaken to fully validate and

develop its utility. Note that this method is distinct from the

“viral reduction” approach, which was developed to estimate

viral-mediated bacterioplankton mortality (e.g., Parada et al.

2008). This method is often referred to as a dilution approach;

however, although free virus abundance is diluted during

experimental setup, the prokaryote hosts are concentrated.

Viral-induced mortality rates are then obtained indirectly

through changes in viral abundance over time. This procedure

is distinctly different to the modified dilution method, in

which both viruses and host are diluted to create a gradient of

lysis pressure and viral lysis rates are derived directly from loss

of phytoplankton cells.
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Materials and procedures

Experiments are set up based on the original protocol of the

modified dilution method of Evans et al. (2003), and the fol-

lowing method is appropriate for both natural and cultured

phytoplankton–virus systems (Fig. 3). The approach is based

around combining mesoplankton-free seawater (whole water)

with either grazer-free or virus-free diluents. To prevent con-

tamination of seawater samples by handling, vinyl gloves are

worn throughout the water collection and experimental

setup. To create mesoplankton-free whole water for experi-

ments, seawater is gently siphoned through 200-µm mesh (or

reverse sieved, Baudoux et al. 2006) using silicone tubing into

clean, polypropylene carboys. Additional (reverse) prefiltra-

tion may be required, e.g., during sampling of colonial phyto-

plankton (Baudoux et al. 2006) or in productive, coastal, or

sediment-filled waters, to prevent clogging during the later

fine-scale filtration. Gentle filtration and avoidance of air bub-

bling are crucial to prevent destruction of the grazer, virus,

and phytoplankton populations. To protect the phytoplank-

ton communities within the seawater sample from excessive

light (light-shock), experiments using natural phytoplankton

populations are best set up predawn in dimmed-light condi-

tions using light-proofed carboys. It is also recommended that

experiments be performed at the same time of day because of

the synchronicity of phytoplankton cell division and poten-

tial diel effects on viral infection processes. Filtration and han-

dling should be conducted at in situ temperature. Handling

time once the seawater has been collected should be kept to a

minimum before the start of the experimental incubation.

Ideally experimental setup should be within an hour of water

collection if possible.

To create the grazer-free diluent whole seawater is gravity

filtered through acid-washed (see below) 0.2–0.45 µm filters

(e.g., PALL Acropak™ Supor® membrane capsules) into a clean

carboy; a new filter should be used for each dilution experi-

ment (Fig. 3). Prior to each experiment 0.2–0.45 µm filters, sil-

icon tubing, carboys, and bottles should be acid-washed in 5%

HCL and rinsed thoroughly with Milli-Q water and then twice

with the sample. The 0.2–0.45-µm and kDa filters should be

flushed prior to use with freshly prepared Milli-Q and the first

few liters of both filtrates discarded. Ensure that all air bubbles

are removed from the filter capsule and tubing during filtra-

tion by opening the filter valves. To speed up this process you

may use two filters in parallel. After gravity filtration half of

the grazer-free diluent is passed through a tangential flow fil-

tration system with kilodalton (kDa) pore size to create the

virus-free diluent. The designated pore size is variable but typ-

ically between 10–100 kDa (Evans et al. 2003; Baudoux et al.

2006; Kimmance et al. 2007). This pore size range is sufficient

for removal of both bacteriophage and larger algal viruses

such as Emiliania huxleyi viruses. The effectiveness of the mod-

ified dilution technique is dependent on the efficiency of the

0.2–0.45-µm filtration step to create a gradient of grazing pres-

sure and the kDa filtration step to remove viruses from the

0.2–0.45-µm filtrate, thus creating an additional viral gradi-

ent. Assessing the differences in virus abundance between the

diluents in comparison with natural samples determines how

effective the additional filtration step was at removing viruses

and thus producing a gradient of viral pressure.
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Fig. 1. Theoretical dilution plot of apparent phytoplankton growth rate

versus fraction of whole water (D). Dilution of whole water with <0.45-µm

filtrate creates a gradient of grazing, and thus m
g

= mortality rate due to

grazing and y-intercept = gross µ; phytoplankton growth rate in the

absence of grazing pressure (µ, d–1). Net µ = actual observed phyto-

plankton growth rate (µ, d–1). 

Fig. 2. Idealized dilution plots and analysis when whole water is diluted

with either <0.45 µm filtered water (� = grazer-free) or kDa filtrate ( =

grazer- and virus-free) to make up the dilution series for incubation.

Reducing viral mortality in the kDa dilution series () is expected to

increase phytoplankton growth rates. Viral mortality rate of the phyto-

plankton is obtained from the difference in the relationship between µ

and D in the parallel dilution series (µ = instantaneous growth rate of phy-

toplankton; m
v

= mortality due to viral lysis; m
g

= mortality due to micro-

zooplankton grazing; D = fraction of whole water). 



The grazer-free and virus-free diluents are added to 10-L

polycarbonate bottles in the correct proportions to create the

parallel t
0

dilution series, e.g., 20%, 40%, 70%, and 100%

whole water. The mesoplankton-free whole water is then gen-

tly added by siphoning. From each of these t
0

bottles, tripli-

cate 1-L polycarbonate bottles were rinsed twice and then gen-

tly filled by siphoning (to minimize physical damage to the

grazers, viruses, and phytoplankton populations), ensuring

that bottles are filled completely to avoid trapping air bubbles

inside upon closure. After filling, triplicate experimental bot-

tles are placed randomly into experimental conditions. For

natural samples, if in situ incubation is not feasible, then the

experimental environment should match the in situ tempera-

ture and light conditions (including light–dark period) as

closely as possible. Therefore outdoor incubators should be

temperature controlled and covered with neutral density

screening to match natural light intensity at the sample

depth. Laboratory assays should be set up as described above

except that viral lysate capable of infecting the chosen host

should be added (multiplicity of infection >1) to the cultured

host before dilution (Baudoux et al. 2006) and experimental

bottles incubated under the appropriate conditions for the

chosen cultured virus–host system.

For determination of phytoplankton composition and abun-

dance and virus abundance, triplicate subsamples (5 mL) are

taken from the 10 L t
0

dilution bottles and the 0.2–0.45-µm and

kDa diluents. However, an alternative method is to take samples

out of each and every 1-L experimental bottle directly at t
0
,
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Fig. 3. Modified dilution assay experimental design. Mesoplankton-free whole water (1) is combined with either <0.45-µm filtrate (2) or kDa filtrate (3)

in the correct proportions to create the parallel t
0

dilution series: <0.45µm series, with reduced grazing mortality (4) kDa series, with reduced grazing

and viral mortality (5). Replicate sample bottles from the <0.45-µm and kDa dilution series are then created (6 and 7) and incubated under experimen-

tal conditions. 



making sure that there are no air bubbles in the bottles upon

closing. Final time-point samples are also taken from every

experimental bottle at the end of the experimental period, 24 h.

Initial (t
0
) and final (t

24
) phytoplankton composition and abun-

dance estimates are typically determined by analysis of samples

using flow cytometry (Evans et al. 2003; Baudoux et al. 2006;

Kimmance et al. 2007). If flow cytometry is not available other

cell-counting methods could be used (e.g., microscopy or

COULTER COUNTER®). In the case of monoalgal blooms,

chlorophyll measurements are a possible alternative (Evans et

al. 2003). However, this is not recommended because of the

highly specific nature of viral infection. It is more desirable to

detect changes within specific phytoplankton groups, and with

flow cytometry distinct groups can easily be discriminated by

differences in fluorescence characteristics.

Apparent phytoplankton growth rates (µ, d–1) are calculated

from each experimental bottle as the changes in abundance

during the incubation using the equation:

µ = ln (P
t
/P

0
)/t (1)

where P
t

and P
0

are the final and initial measured phyto-

plankton abundance, respectively, and t is the duration of the

experiment. The actual dilution rate is calculated by dividing

the t
0

phytoplankton abundance in each bottle by the aver-

aged abundance of the replicate t
0

100% counts (3–6 bottles).

Model 1 linear regression analysis of apparent growth rates

against fraction of whole water is applied to each of the dilu-

tion experimental series (0.2–0.45 µm and kDa) to estimate

instantaneous growth and mortality due to grazing and/or

viral lysis. As explained above, the regression coefficient of

apparent growth rate versus fraction of whole water for the

<0.45-µm dilution series represents the microzooplankton

grazing rate [m
g

= (µ in the absence of grazing – observed

net µ) = slope], whereas the regression coefficient from the

kDa dilution series represents the combined mortality impact

of both grazers and viruses (m
g

+ m
v
), where m

v
= viral mortal-

ity (Fig. 2). The viral-induced phytoplankton mortality rate

therefore is the difference between these two regression slopes,

i.e., m
v

= [(m
v

+ m
g
) – m

g
]. However, a significant rate can be

derived only when there is a significant difference between

the two mortality slopes. To determine this, experiments that

produce significant regression slopes for both the 0.2–0.45-µm

and kDa dilution series are further analyzed, e.g., using an

F-test. Only then can the difference between the two slopes be

considered a significant viral lysis rate.

Assessment

The modified dilution approach is promising in that it is

the only method that can potentially partition phytoplankton

mortality into grazer- versus viral-induced fractions and does

not require the use of conversion factors, which can introduce

error. However, there are limitations associated with this

method. As described above, one of the fundamental assump-

tions of the original Landry and Hassett dilution method

(1982) is that phytoplankton mortality during the incubation

period is a result of an encounter between grazer and prey, and

the grazing impact will vary with dilution. The concept of

prey (host) encounter is also fundamental to the modified

dilution approach. However, phytoplankton cells may already

be infected at the beginning of the experiment, and thus this

component of cell lysis will not vary with dilution. Only new

infection is detected during the experiment. The method is

based on changes in phytoplankton cell abundance and thus

the period to cell lysis of the algal host will dictate whether

measurable cell lysis occurs during the incubation (Evans et al.

2003; Baudoux et al. 2006) and not the latent period of the

virus. As long as the time to lysis of cells is longer than 12 h

and shorter than 24 h we can determine the viral lysis rate. It

does not matter whether reinfection is happening during this

experimental time period because the cells that are infected by

the newly released viruses will not undergo lysis before the

end of the experiment. An incubation period of 24 h is opti-

mum because a shorter time is not suitable for investigating

phased algal growth, and a longer time period induces bottle

effects due to containment. During long experimental incuba-

tions containment will influence the apparent growth rate

estimates and affect the outcome of experiments.

Although nutrient adjustment has previously been sug-

gested to ensure that phytoplankton growth rates are inde-

pendent of the dilution effect (Landry et al. 1995), the addi-

tion of nutrients is not recommended here as it may produce

unnatural growth rates. Care should be taken with the inter-

pretation of results, especially under incubation conditions in

which, e.g., nutrients may have become limiting. If nutrient

depletion occurs to the same degree in all dilutions then

growth rate may be underestimated but the grazing/viral

mortality rate should not be affected. However, depletion of

a recycled limiting nutrient would occur to a greater degree in

the highest dilution with the fewest grazers/viruses; this

would lower the slope of the regression and underestimate

both grazing and growth rates (Dolan and McKeon 2004).

Typically, dilution effects on phytoplankton growth rate are

detectable when plotting net growth against dilution factor,

particularly if combined with physiological assessment dur-

ing the experiments. Therefore if nutrient limitation effects

are visible then it may be acceptable to remove the data

points at the highest level of dilution when determining the

regression slopes.

The original dilution protocol was modified to include an

independent measure of “relative grazing activity” to improve

the accuracy of grazing rate measurements (Landry et al. 1995).

This internal measure (uptake of fluorescently labeled prey)

was introduced because of the potential violation of the

assumption that grazing impact varies in direct proportion to

the dilution of grazer population density. In theory the mech-

anism of viral infection is simpler than grazing in that a single

virus infects only a single host. Therefore, the premise that

grazer–prey interactions should follow a linear rather than
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nonlinear response with dilution should also apply to

virus–host encounter and infection. However, like grazers,

viruses and their hosts are not just inert particles and so in real-

ity may not follow simple encounter rate theory. Whether this

hypothesis remains true throughout the experimental period

has not yet been tested for natural virus–host communities to

our knowledge; however, viral lysis has been shown to remain

linear to dilution factor in a model Phaeocystis globosa system

(Baudoux et al. 2006). This is an important assumption of the

modified dilution technique that needs further clarification

using natural populations. Other factors such as threshold host

concentrations and host defense mechanisms may also cause a

deviation from the linear viral lysis model. Gallegos (1989)

showed that dilution regressions can become nonlinear as a

result of prey density thresholds for microzooplankton grazing.

The possibility of threshold concentrations also needs to be

considered during modified dilution experiments, and the

level of abundance of both phytoplankton and grazers/viruses

must be adjusted to allow a high enough encounter rate even

at the lowest level of dilution. The effect of reduced viral mor-

tality because of a host threshold in the dilute treatments could

produce a nonlinear response and thus an underestimation of

viral lysis rate. Another factor to consider is the possibility that

grazers may preferentially graze viral-infected cells. As yet this

theory remains to be tested for other phytoplankton species

and in natural populations; however, Evans and Wilson (2008)

suggest that under culture conditions grazers may actively

select for infected versus noninfected phytoplankton prey. If

this does occur typically during the dilution experiments, it

would cause an underestimation of mortality rates and have

serious implications for the use of the modified dilution

approach to measure viral lysis rates.

Ultimately, the success of this approach is reliant on the pro-

duction of two significant mortality rates (m
v

= [(m
v

+ m
g
) – m

g
])

and thus it is vital to have an appropriate sample number in

both dilution series to be able to detect a significant difference

between the two regression slopes. The accuracy of the mortal-

ity data are dependent on the precision of the apparent

growth-rate measurements, which ultimately depends on the

phytoplankton cell counts. The ability to quantify initial t
0

and

t
24

phytoplankton abundance within acceptable levels of preci-

sion (i.e., <5 % standard error) is fundamental for the success

of this method. Thus it is critical that analyses of t
0

and t
24

phy-

toplankton cell counts conducted using fresh samples are ana-

lyzed as quickly as possible. Relatively precise estimates of ini-

tial and final abundances are needed to minimize the error

generated through calculations of population rates of change.

Sources of error can arise from imprecise subsampling and vari-

ability between replicates at the same dilution. Furthermore,

attempting to enumerate distinct subpopulations can be par-

ticularly challenging in areas of low productivity, because

detecting mortality rates based on small changes in cell con-

centrations is not easy. Phytoplankton abundance is rela-

tively low in oligotrophic waters, which creates a problem

because of the high levels of dilution required for this assay.

As mentioned above, cell counts are typically analyzed using

flow cytometry and live samples. The use of flow cytometry

instead of chlorophyll a is recommended because more

detailed information can be obtained for viral-induced mor-

tality of specific algal groups. Because viruses are specific to

phytoplankton species and at times even strains, it is impor-

tant not to use bulk measurements such as chlorophyll a.

However, in some environments sample analysis can take too

long because of the difficulty of gaining a statistically viable

cell count at the most dilute level of dilution. This difficulty

has serious implications because it extends the analysis time

for the whole dilution series (21 samples if experiment has

triplicate bottles at four dilution levels). During this long

analysis time there may be changes in phytoplankton host

physiology or loss of cells, which may affect the outcome of

the experiments. Therefore fixation is occasionally necessary.

However, because it is well established that fixation in itself

causes some degree of cell loss (e.g., Vaulot et al. 1989), this

effect of fixation should be tested to ensure that the percent-

age of cell loss is the same regardless of dilution factor.

As described above, the ability to measure a significant viral

lysis rate during modified dilution experiments is dependent

on the presence of a detectable difference between the two

regression slopes, and when viral mortality rates are low the

detection of this difference becomes difficult. Therefore to

increase the chance of detecting low rates it is critical that the

experimental design is appropriate for the phytoplankton

communities studied. To detect significant differences

between the two slopes, experiments need to have a large

enough n number (number of samples in each parallel dilu-

tion series). Slight slopes or low grazing rates are difficult to

detect with regression analysis using the small n values com-

monly employed during dilution experiments (Dolan and

McKeon 2004). This can be tested, however, and to alleviate

this problem Kimmance et al. (2007) suggested adding a sen-

sitivity test to the modified dilution assay. This additional

analysis may improve the efficiency of dilution experiments

by demonstrating the level of modification that needs to be

made to the experimental design, i.e., determining the appro-

priate n value for production of significant results (Kimmance

et al. 2007). However, even if the analysis is not applied before

experiments are conducted it can be useful for determining

retrospectively the level at which the regression analyses and

subsequent F-tests would have had the power to detect differ-

ences between the mortality slopes. From the literature stud-

ies conducted so far, testing the sensitivity of the experimen-

tal approach indicates that viral lysis rates <0.1 d–1 were not

effectively estimated using the modified dilution method

(Kimmance et al. 2007, Baudoux et al. 2008).

Discussion

Since its development in 2003 the modified dilution assay

has been applied to several different environments, including
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seminatural mesocosm (Evans et al. 2003), coastal (Baudoux et

al. 2006; Kimmance et al. 2007), open ocean (Brussaard et al.

2008), and oligotrophic (Baudoux et al. 2007; 2008), to test its

ability to determine viral lysis rates of natural phytoplankton

communities. Results from these published studies clearly

show that rates vary in response to environmental conditions

and between different algal groups. The modified dilution

method was first tested during such conditions in a nutrient-

enriched mesocosm experiment. Using this approach Evans et

al. (2003) successfully determined viral-induced mortality

rates of Micromonas spp. of 0.10–0.29 d–1 and showed that up

to 34 % of Micromonas spp. production could be lysed daily by

viruses. More recently Baudoux et al. (2006) demonstrated

that this approach could also be applied successfully during a

bloom of P. globosa. In this more productive, coastal system

the viral-induced mortality was higher, accounting for up to

66% of the total P. globosa mortality, with maximum lysis rates

of 0.35 d–1 measured. However, in both of these studies there

was a dominant phytoplankton species and viruses were the

major mortality agents.

Other published data sets suggest that in more diverse com-

munities significant viral lysis rates are not always as readily

attainable with this method (Kimmance et al. 2007; Baudoux

et al. 2008). In microbial systems in which low biomass and

high diversity predominate, the chances of successfully meas-

uring lysis events using the modified dilution approach may

be lower. Recently Baudoux et al. (2007) and Brussaard et al.

(2008) tested this method in less productive, oligotrophic

waters. In the subtropical northeastern Atlantic, Baudoux et

al. (2007) found that significant viral lysis rates could be

obtained at five of six stations, and lysis of 1 group of

picoeukaryotes was responsible for 50–100% of the total cell

mortality with rates of 0.1–0.8 d–1 (Baudoux et al. 2007). How-

ever, these experiments were restricted to phytoplankton pop-

ulations from the deep chlorophyll maximum where cell

numbers were sufficiently high to avoid the problems associ-

ated with a three- to four-fold dilution, which is essential for

this methodology (Baudoux et al. 2007). Substantial viral lysis

rates (0.16–0.23 d–1) were also obtained for picoeukaryotes

during true oligotrophic conditions in the North Sea, but

lower viral lysis rates were not significantly different from zero

(Baudoux et al. 2008). Kimmance et al. (2007) were unable to

measure any significant viral-induced mortality rates at a

coastal site in the western English Channel where picophyto-

plankton were the dominant phytoplankton group. Low, non-

significant lysis rates (0.09–0.18 d–1) were also obtained for

phytoplankton populations in the Southern Ocean (Brussaard

et al. 2008). Such low rates of viral lysis may be common in

natural nonbloom conditions (which may present a challenge

for the use of this method in some environments). Therefore

more studies need to be conducted to determine the ability of

the modified dilution assay to accurately detect such low viral

lysis rates. However, we should also investigate virus dynam-

ics at an array of host densities using laboratory cultured sys-

tems. By modeling virus–host encounter rates and infection

dynamics from a variety of cultured phytoplankton groups we

can determine the sensitivity range, i.e., the highest and low-

est viral lysis rates that can be measured using this method.

Thus, we can assess the suitability of this approach for esti-

mating viral lysis rates in both low and high productivity

environments.

Unfortunately there are limited data available to compare

the rates obtained using the modified dilution assay to those

obtained with an alternative method. Of the viral lysis studies

published so far most do not include a comparative assay for

estimating the viral impact on phytoplankton. However, Bau-

doux et al. (2006) demonstrated the utility and validity of the

viral dilution method using both a cultured system and natu-

ral populations. Comparison of total cell lysis rates (obtained

using the dissolved esterase activity assay) and growth-cycle

lysis experiments to viral-induced mortality rates (derived

from the viral dilution assay) showed good agreement. Thus,

the consistency of the viral lysis rates obtained by this method

with other means for assessing cell lysis provides confidence

in the suitability of this method to infer the impact of viruses

on phytoplankton mortality (Baudoux et al. 2006).

Comments and recommendations

Although there are assumptions associated with the mod-

ified dilution approach that have not yet been tested and

further application of this technique needs to be conducted

with natural populations of phytoplankton, at present it is

the only method that can potentially directly derive viral

lysis rates from phytoplankton mortality. It is also the only

single method that can in theory provide concurrent esti-

mates of grazing and viral-induced mortality. However, low

(natural) levels of viral mortality will challenge this method

unless it can be modified to include more replicates and bet-

ter precision. By improving experimental design through

increased number of replicates, diluting biomass to an

appropriate level to allow virus–host encounters even at the

lowest level of dilution, prolonging counting time for the

more diluted samples (provided the in situ temperature can

be maintained), assessing taxon-specific mortality rates, and

combining this approach with methods that assess host/viral

diversity and host specificity, this method may be able to

provide realistic estimates of viral mortality in natural

waters. Other practical issues to consider include: ensuring

precision in measurements of variables used to determine

phytoplankton apparent growth rates, considering the use of

nonstandard levels of dilution appropriate to abundance lev-

els of natural host/virus populations, assessing the physio-

logical state of host populations during incubation, and

determining the sensitivity of the regression analyses by

assessing the power of the test to provide an indication of

the accuracy and error associated with the analyses, and thus

provide a more powerful indication of “real” versus experi-

mentally induced variation.
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This report highlights the importance of monitoring vari-

ous parameters during experimental incubations, particularly

when trying to estimate phytoplankton growth and mortality

rates from natural waters. Certain aquatic environments pres-

ent more challenges than others and it may be that the mod-

ified dilution assay is best suited to productive waters. Experi-

ments conducted in oligotrophic conditions may require

modifications from the typical methodological approach,

such as fixed versus live cell counts (see “Assessment” above).

Although the modified dilution approach requires adaptations

to suit the environmental conditions being investigated and

needs further testing in natural waters, it has the potential to

be a useful tool for estimating the impact of viruses on phyto-

plankton populations. Furthermore, because of the removal of

grazers and viruses, these studies have the potential to provide

estimates of other variables of interest to marine microbiolo-

gists; factors such as nutrient recycling and dissolved organic

matter production can be assessed in the presence and absence

of key food web components. What must be maintained, how-

ever, is the statistical rigor that is fundamental to this method.

Only then will the rates obtained from this approach improve

our understanding of the role of viruses on primary produc-

tion-mediated carbon cycling.
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